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Markets



Global equity markets were up +3.23% during the second quarter of 2019 and
stand at +15.90% YTD, as measured by the MSCI AC World Daily TR Net
Index. After a very strong first quarter, Q2 was more volatile with two main
elements influencing markets: trade war rhetoric, which initially escalated and
then dampened further to the G20 meeting, and central banks, which have
been intensifying their dovish stance, signalling possible rate cuts. In short, the
market has been willing to ignore the weaker economic data in the hope that
central bank stimulus will help avoid a recession.



Developed Markets (DM) performed strongly in Q2, outperforming global
markets on aggregate, with the notable exception of Japan. The S&P 500 TR
ended the quarter up +4.30%, while the MSCI Europe gained +4.48%. In terms
of styles, growth was once again the winner during Q2, while value and small
cap underperformed global markets. Looking at sectors, Financials and IT
were the strongest contributors. On the other hand, Energy was the laggard.



Emerging Market (EM) equities were flattish during this second quarter of the
year, with the MSCI EM TR Index being up +0.12%. As US interest rates
decrease, a better environment for this asset class could emerge.



Volatility increased slightly during Q2 but remained at a low level as of Juneend (15.08) compared to the last nine months. It briefly topped the 20 mark
during the month of May but came back down in June as markets rallied.



After a very strong Q1, oil contracted somewhat between April and June (2.78%). Q2 saw a revival in the price of Gold, as weak economic data
increased fears of an economic downturn and demand for safe haven assets.



Markets have been pricing in Fed rate cuts and the potential for further ECB
quantitative easing (QE), all of which should be supportive of DM government
bonds. However, and although global equities rebounded sharply in June and
are off a very good start YTD, there are still a few headwinds that seem to be
overlooked by markets so far, among which: (i) the on-going US-China
geopolitical tension, (ii) slowing manufacturing data, (iii) early signs of a
faltering American consumer, and (iv) a “whatever it takes” monetary policy
easing that might not be sufficient to reverse the on-going global slowdown, all
this leaving investors overly cautious at this juncture.



In that context, we believe expanding asymmetric exposure through alternative
solutions ahead of rising volatility prospects is a smart asset allocation move
today. Indeed, an increased market uncertainty and volatility should provide a
fertile ground for our UBAM - Global Carry Enhanced strategy, which provides
a risk/return profile similar to fixed income, yet with a very different source of
returns and decorrelation, and by investing in listed, highly liquid instruments.
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Over the second quarter, UBAM - Global Carry Enhanced returned -3.45% net
to investors, underperforming its Eonia Capitalization Index 7 Day Index as
well as some other short volatility and call-selling strategies.



On a monthly basis, the performance generation was disparate (-0.03% in
April, -3.06% in May and -0.38% in June), due to the succession of strong up
and down moves in equity markets, especially in May and June. The amplitude
of the month-on-month moves was quite similar across regions but still above
expectations. Overall quarterly performance of equity markets seemed
relatively quiet on the surface (+0.57% for the Nikkei 225 TR, +3.3% for
FTSE100 TR, +4.3% for S&P500 TR and +5.5% for the Eurostoxx 50 TR) but
the month-to-month moves were very volatile, which is detrimental to carry
strategies.



The Carry strategy – also called “delta-hedged Call selling” – contributed 434bps (gross) during Q2 2019. Return generation was led by the US
component (-319bps) that was hit mainly in May and June. In fact, after the
equity rally during the first four months of the year, the US equity markets went
from a sharp drawdown of -6.4% in May to a sharp rally in June (+7.1%), both
hitting the strategy. In both occasions, the move was greater (on the downside
and then on the upside) than what was priced by the market, and the defensive
positioning at the end of May dragged some performance as well. Generally,
the same behaviour could be observed on European (-72 bps) and Japanese
components (-44 bps). The UK component had a flat contribution given that
equity swings were more controlled versus market expectations and despite a
defensive positioning at the beginning of June.



The Risk management strategy – also called “delta-hedged Tail Risk” – added
+148bps (gross). In terms of regional splits, the US component added
+103bps, and the European exposure added +45bps. The trend witnessed
since the beginning of the year continued, as volatility futures (both in US and
Europe) were oriented to the downside (VIX futures losing -24.6% and Vstoxx
futures losing -23.5% over the quarter). Overall, US volatility behaved in line
versus equity performance, but from a month-on-month perspective, it did not
react as expected during the correction phase in May, while it remained
somehow resilient during the June rally. On the other hand, European volatility
futures underperformed the spot in April. While it reacted slightly better than
expected in May, it was in line in June. In terms of behaviour of the strategy,
both in the US and Europe, the risk management feature was overall
satisfying, expect in May because of the underweight positioning in terms of
volatility futures, as well as the under reaction of VIX futures in May
specifically.



Finally, -24 bps of gross contribution were generated by the EUR Treasury Bills
book (as well as some residual currency exposure), where most of the cash
holdings were invested for optimisation and UCITS diversification restrictions.



Within the Carry strategy, which represents 90% of the portfolio allocation, the
quarter began with a balanced positioning overall (slightly offensive in Europe
and the US, while slightly defensive in the UK and Japan). During April, given
the continuing bullish trend in global equities, the portfolio was tilted towards a
more offensive stance. Unfortunately, the sell-off in May led the strategy to
shift to a more defensive stance with a lag (especially on the US, UK and
Japan components), which was detrimental to the carry generation. Finally, in
June, signals turned more offensive again with a lag. The succession of higher
than expected moves in equity markets hurt the carry generation.

Performance Review

Portfolio Activity
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This kind of succession of down and up market was never observed to such
extent in the past, which emphasizes the extraordinary current market
environment.


Within the Risk Management strategy, which represents the remaining 10% of
the portfolio allocation, US and Europe sub-strategies evolved in the same way
apart from small differences in positioning during the month of May. The
exposure to volatility futures was lean and not very exciting during most of the
quarter, being close to (or even at) the minimum exposure possible. This was
mainly the result of the bearish momentum in volatility futures, as well as the
steep term structure increasing the cost of carry of long positions in such
instruments. However, in May, as volatility spiked at the beginning of the
month, signals began to turn more bullish on volatility futures. In the US, VIX
futures reacted quickly to the first leg of correction leading the strategy to add
some volatility exposure with a lag. As volatility reversed sharply with the
pause in the sell-off, the strategy stopped adding exposure and even returned
to the minimum exposure by the end of the month. In Europe, as higher
volatility persisted longer than in the US during May, the exposure to Vstoxx
futures increased more and returned to minimum exposure by early June.



At the end of June, the signals with 3 months’, 6 months’ and 12 months’ timehorizons were indicating a bullish trend in the US, Europe, the UK and a
slightly bearish trend in Japan. The turning points were rather close and the
portfolio was titlted in anticipation for these likely changes as well as the
several risk events looking forward. As a result, the Carry sub-strategy adopted
a neutral positioning and suggested to sell a mix of 40+ delta calls across most
regions except Japan were a defensive mix (60 and 40 delta calls) was
implemented.



The volatility signals on both the US (VIX futures) and Europe (Vstoxx futures)
were also indicating a bullish environment. More specifically, the momentum in
volatility futures was bear (hence representing a bull equity regime), the
volatility regime was standard (reflecting normal market conditions on a
historical basis) and the volatility futures term-structure was steeply in contago
(typical of non stressed markets). As a result, the Risk Management substrategy had a minimal exposure to volatility futures, way below the neutral
point.

Outlook & Positioning
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Disclaimer
This is a marketing document and is intended for informational and/or marketing purposes only. This document is confidential and is intended only for the use of the
person(s) to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or delivered, given, sent or in any other way made accessible, to any other person
without the prior written approval of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA or any entity of the UBP Group (“UBP”). This document reflects the opinion of UBP as of the date of issue.
This document is for distribution only to persons who are Qualified Investors in Switzerland or Professional Clients, Eligible Counterparties or equivalent category of investors as defined
by the relevant laws (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”).This document is directed only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied on by
persons who are not relevant persons. It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use, in whole or in part, in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, or use would be
unlawful, nor is it directed to any person or entity to which it would be unlawful to direct such a document. In particular, this document may not be distributed in the United States of
America and/or to US persons (including US citizens residing outside the United States of America).
This document has not been produced by UBP’s financial analysts and is not to be considered as financial research. It is not subject to any guidelines on financial research and
independence of financial analysis.
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, UBP has not verified the
information from third sources in this document and does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. UBP accepts no liability whatsoever and makes no representation, warranty or
undertaking, express or implied, for any information, projections or any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements. The information contained herein is
subject to change without prior notice. UBP gives no undertaking to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies in it which may become apparent.
This document may refer to the past performance of investment interests. Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. The value of investment interests can fall as
well as rise. Any capital invested may be at risk and you may not get back some or all of your original capital. In addition, any performance data included in this document does not take
into account fees and expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities nor any taxes that may be levied. Changes in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in
your return.
All statements other than statements of historical fact in this document are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. The
financial projections included in this document do not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of current expectations and assumptions which
may not eventuate. The actual performance, results, financial condition and prospects of an investment interest may differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forwardlooking statements in this document as the projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and other uncertainties that may adversely affect
performance. UBP disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statement, as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
It should not be construed as advice or any form of recommendation to purchase or sell any security or funds. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal documents that can be
obtained free of charge from the registered office of a fund or from UBP. The opinions herein do not take into account individual investors’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. Each
investor must make his/her own independent decision regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and should independently determine the merits or suitability of
any investment. In addition, the tax treatment of any investment in the fund(s) mentioned herein depends on each individual investor’s circumstances. Investors are invited to read carefully
the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are advised to seek professional advice from their financial, legal and tax advisors.
The tax treatment of any investment in the Fund depends on your individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future.
The document neither constitutes an offer nor a solicitation to buy, subscribe for or sell any currency, funds, product or financial instrument, make any investment, or participate in any
particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or invitation.
Any subscriptions not based on the funds’ latest prospectuses, KIID, annual or semi-annual reports or other relevant legal document shall not be acceptable.
The Swiss representative and paying agent is Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, 96-98, rue du Rhône, P.O. Box 1320, 1211 Geneva 1, Switzerland (UBP). The latest prospectus,
articles of association, KIID and annual and semi-annual reports of the fund presented herein may be obtained free of charge from UBP.
Telephone calls to the telephone number stated in this presentation may be recorded. When calling this number, UBP will assume that you consent to this recording.
UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority and is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority. UBP
is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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